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• Daniel is passionate about solving 
problems by bringing together the best 
talent, technology, and analytics 
techniques. 

• An expert on data-driven decision-
making, analytics and business 
intelligence, Dan has over 20 years of 
experience championing the use of 
analytics.

• Daniel holds a Master’s Degree in 
Education from Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania and is also the author the 
of the Putting Your Data to Work
book series.

About Dan



Sonic Analytics

Sonic Analytics is an analytics advocacy with 
offices in Manila and the San Francisco Bay 
Area and now Ocala, Florida. 

We bring big data analytics solutions like 
business intelligence, business dashboards 
and data storytelling to small and medium 
sized organizations looking to enhance their 
data-driven decision-making capabilities. 



My Favorite Thing to Do



A Few Previous Clients



•Who am I?

•What do I do for a living?

•What do I want to learn 
today?

•What makes me 
awesome?

Thank You For Being Awesome
Quick Introductions



Show of hands…
•I use applications besides MS Excel 
to do analytics in my job.

•I am part of a team that build, 
updates or maintains a business 
dashboard. 

•I am part of a team that builds and 
uses predictive models. 

•I know when and how to use data 
storytelling to inform decision-
makers in my business unit. 

A Quick Survey



Data Visualization is Simply...



Data Visualization
Data visualization is simply taking data 
and converting it to visuals like pie 
charts, line graphs, sales charts, etc. 

The best analysts are the ones who can 
visualize data and use tools to add a 
story telling component to their analysis.

A picture is worth a 1000 words, just like 
a good pie chart is worth 1000 rows of 
excel data. 



Data is the New Oil





ARE YOU USING DATA AS A DISRUPTOR 
OR IS IT DISRUPTING YOU?



Analytics as a Process

VISUALIZATION HAPPENS 
in EACH PART of the PROCESS



1. Master Visual Learning Techniques

2. Pick the Right Visual for Your Data

3. Know Your Audience

If you would like a copy of the presentation sent, 
you can text “data” to 26786 

3 Things To Level Up



Visual learning is a style in which a 
learner utilizes graphs, charts, maps 
and diagrams.

Making up about 65% of the 
population, visual learners absorb and 
recall information best by seeing. 

Audiences remember information 
better and can better recall it when it 
is represented and learned both 
visually and verbally.

Visual Learning



Master Visual Learning Techniques
www.piktochart.com



A Chiropractic Case Study
Business Need: Working with a client whose small chiropractic 
business is located in the same location (Pleasant Hill, CA) for 25 years, 
but the demographics of the community around him has changed 
significantly. 



Per the 2010US Census, the racial 
makeup of Pleasant Hill was 24,846 
(74.9%) White, 686 (2.1%) African 
American, 127 (0.4%) Native American, 
4,516 (13.6%) Asian, 66 (0.2%) Pacific 
Islander, 1,079 (3.3%) from other 
races, and 1,832 (5.5%) from two or 
more races. Hispanic or Latino of any 
race were 4,009 persons (12.1%).

Demographic Data



Demographic Observations
1. The Median Age of the zip 
codes around Dr. Zylker's
location are younger then his 
customer base
2. The ethnic makeup of the Dr. 
Zylker's potential customer 
base is not reflected in his 
cliental
3. The population around Dr. 
Zylker is less likely to have 
health insurance

Demographic Profile



Competitive Landscape
1. Over a dozen competitors in a 5 
block radius and over 80 within a 15 
minute drive.
2. Of the 50 chiropractors surveyed. 
Dr. Zylker’s standard neck 
adjustment was $20 more than the 
average price.
3. Of the 80 chiropractors surveyed 
online, Dr. Zylker had one of the 
least dynamic and least informative 
social media presences. 

Competitive Landscape



Business Need: Show the client the number of other chiropractors and overlay 
data with household income to show where the clients have moved too. 

www.tableaupublic.com

Visualize The Data



1. Remember Visual 
Learning Tips

2. Select and create an 
effective Visual

3. Write a Headline 
summarizing your 
message

4. Focus the Audience 
during Delivery

Pick the Right Visual for Your Data



The most frequently used chart is the good, ole 
pie chart. A pie chart represents the distribution 
or proportion of each data item over a total 
value (represented by the overall pie). 
Tips: 
• Keep the number of slices to a minimum.
• Use a bar/column chart when the data points are 

close in value. ...
• Don't use 3D pie charts, ever.
• Don't use multiple pie charts to make 

comparisons.
• Remove the legend and put the data labels on or 

outside the chart slices.

Pie Charts



Bar charts are typically used 
to compare several categories 
of data. Bar charts are ideal 
for visualizing the distribution 
or proportion of data items 
when there are more than 
three categories. 

For instance a bar chart could 
be used to compare the overall 
revenue distribution for a 
given set of products.

Bar Charts



Column charts are typically 
used to compare several 
items in a specific range of 
values. 

Column charts are ideal if 
you need to compare a 
single category of data 
between individual sub-
items, such as, for 
example, when comparing 
revenue between regions.

Column Charts



The line chart is one of the 
most frequently used chart 
types, typically used to 
show trends over a period 
of time. 

If you need to chart 
changes over time, 
consider using a line chart.

Line Chart



• Top Level 
automatically draws 
attention to the 
story being 
discussed.

• Provide context by 
showing change 
over time.

• Reinforce key 
insights with text 
boxes.

Excel Viz Tips – Highlight, Trend, Comment



Less Common Excel Visuals

• Tree Maps - Hierarchy
• Heat Maps - Extremes
• Scatter Plots – Clusters & Outliers 
• Bubble Charts – Comparing Quantities



Wikipedia definition of a business dashboard: "An easy to read, often 
single page, real-time user interface, showing a graphical presentation of the 
current status (snapshot) and historical trends of an organization’s Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to enable instantaneous and informed decisions 
to be made at a glance." 

1.Easy to Read
2.Single Page
3.Real Time
4.Graphical Presentation
5.Current Status
6.Historical Trends
7.KPIs
8.Make Decisions

CASE STUDY

Business Dashboards

HOW WELL DO YOU VISUALIZE YOUR DATA?



4 Quadrant Dashboard Design

CASE STUDY
WHAT ARE ARE YOUR MOST IMPORTANT KPIS?



Typically there are two types: (1) analytical and (2) 
operational. 
1. An Analytical dashboard looks at large amounts of data 
over a long period of time to gain insights into trends. These 
dashboards are intended to help executives and analysts 
align strategic, long-term goals with performance 
management. 
2. Operational dashboards typically look at short-term, 
immediate objectives that are time-sensitive and intended for 
middle managers and the general workforce.

CASE STUDY

Types of Business Dashboards



CASE STUDY

Sample Analytical Dashboard



Sample Operational Dashboard

CASE STUDY
WHAT CAUSES YOUR BOSSES BP To Go Up?



When audiences see organized graphics 
their higher order thinking and critical 
thinking skills are enhanced.

Visuals need to bring order to the chaos 
numbers cause on an audience’s 
thinking.

You have to mitigate cognitive 
dissonance and give people what they 
expect to see. 

Visualization Tips



Aa revolutionary end-to-end data 
platform for integrating, prepping, 
enriching, & analyzing dashboards 
created by data from any source. 

Powerful AI-assisted data modeling and 
our patented aggregation engine help 
users load, blend, and model any kind 
of data. 

Transform that data into actionable 
real-time analytics and interactive 
visualizations to impress your 
colleagues, superiors, customers, etc.

www.inzata.com

http://www.inzata.com/


Know Your Audience



• What Do You Know About Your Audience?
• Is Your Goal to Educate, Empower or Influence?
• Did You Consider Time Constraints?
• Ask How Will The Data Be Consumed?
• Can The Data and Analysis Be Accessed Later?
• Should You End With a Call to Action?

Presenting Data Considerations



Wells Fargo
Customer Behavior Influencers

Case Study



•Express Send set to Launch in 
Miami
•The Data Pointed to a Potential 
Problem
•Just Normal Reporting Was just 
not Enough
•So I Used Data Storytelling

CASE STUDY

Money Transfers from Florida



A Data Story About Knowing My Business

•My Audience Was Bank Executives
•I Had Less Then A Week To Tell My Story
•I Used IBM Cognos to Structure My Data (Customer Data, 
Demographic Data, Competitor Data)

•The Key Insight Was a Missed Opportunity
•Maps Really Work, So I Used Tableau
•The Big Takeaway Was Lot’s of $$$
•The Bullet Points That Stuck In Their Head (New Business, 
Unexpected Profits, Easy Delivery)

CASE STUDY

Money Transfers from Florida



•Know Your Audience
•Consider Time Constraints
•Preparing Your Data
•Structuring Your Data Story
•Delivering Insights
•Choosing the Right Visual 
•Designing the Big Takeaway
•Telling the Story
•Creating Memorable Bullet Points

Key Elements of Data Storytelling

WHAT STORY NEEDS TO BE TOLD?



“The greatest professional satisfaction in life for me is 
when I see my clients solve a business problem using 
data. When they unlock a new opportunity or find 
new insights into their customer behavior, for me this 
why I am here.”

Influencing Your Audience



• Assessment of Current Analytics Maturity & Plan to Level Up
• Data Lake Map & Identify Silos
• Learn the Data Families/Skills Need to Mine Data & What 

you can Delegate/Outsource
• Plan on What Manual Process to Automate (Collection, 

Blending, Modeling, Analysis)
• Tips on Data Visualization & Data Storytelling 
• Customer Behavior Insights and Influencers & Making Data-

Driven Decisions
• We have about 10 spots left for the next training in Orlando, 

the 1st week of December. 
• Today’s Price is Just $997 for your ticket to Get A.I. Ready!

Get A.I. Ready - Workshop



CASE STUDY

See You in Orlando or Las Vegas

Which Companies Do You Think of 
When You Think of Data Visualization  

& Artificial Intelligence?

Get Started Today for $997



CASE STUDY

Putting Your Data to Work

Availa
ble 

Q4 2019 Pre
-O

rd
er

Today $15



CASE STUDY

Artificial Intelligence 101
This digital content package is the first step in preparing 
your business to move towards using Artificial Intelligence. 
We all have plenty of data in our businesses, but most of us 
are not using A.I. to maximize the value of the data. Learn 
how 3 different business, started using A.I. to massively 
increase their success. 

Episode 1 – My History with Data Mining, Analytics & Artificial 
Intelligence. 

• Episode 2 - Clean Data Habits (Analytics Maturity Assessment, 
Analytics Process Flow, Map Your Data Lake) – Good Data 
Governance, Coffee Bean Case Study

• Episode 3 - Automated Process Techniques (Blending Data, 
Modeling Data, Predicting with Data) – Delegate or Automate, 
Invaluable Case Study

• Episode 4 - Customer Behavior Strategies (Data Visualization, 
Data Storytelling, Customer Behavior Models) – Influence 
Decisions, Wells Fargo Express Send Case Study



Thank You For Your Time

NOW GO OUT & VISUALIZE SOME DATA


